States of Being-ness/Our Essence

"Who Am I? and Why Am I Here?"
Carol R. Keppler M.E.I.

Why are we here? It’s an age-old question and we’re are still searching for answers for it. We know that it has
a lot to do with Soul’s Purpose, the Plan we wrote before we got here.
The Being-ness states give us information to help us better understand ourselves and others, rather like a
guide throughout our life’s journey. Many of us are here “on assignment', not a volunteer position, with one
exception, Master!
Much of this information came from Dr. Sue Solomon, a former ER doctor and a Wise One.
1. Astrological: based on date of birth
2. Sensitive Constitution: (10% of planet), intune with the nature of their body, proactive with their
health, open to natural alternatives
Strong Constitution: (90% of world's population), Not as intune with their body, often ignoring
signs of illness. More comfortable with medical solutions
3. Special Child of the Universe:
• Indigo— gifted, intuitive, integrity, life passions, leader, health oriented
• Crystal Child— heart for the weak and helpless
• Star Seed/Star Child—intuitive, know things they don’t “know"
reads energy fields
4. Status: A person’s assignment is based on his Soul’s imprint at time of birth: Those with
* are on assignment.
“38” Master - has earned his wings, but has volunteered back in at this time in history to
help heal the planet.
"37" Genius* - born with giftedness beyond any ordinary and often in multiple areas:
technical, musical, writing, inventing, art, acting, physical prowess, culinary, business, the
Renaissance man/woman.
“36” Wise One* - knows things intuitively that he doesn’t “know”. Can pull information
from the other side. (On assignment)
“30” Authentic Angel* - has a Soul’s Purpose so grand or so challenging that he needed
to spend extra time with the Angels before they came across.
Often has a Wise One “bleed-through”/a “knowingness” (On assignment)
"30 Earth Angel - there are many more Earth Angels than any other category, good
people with no specific assignment this time around
“17” Support System* - provides the support that any of those above need to
successfully carry out their assignment. Seldom get the recognition they deserve!
(On assignment)
“10” - Public Service and Entertainment Industries - many police officers, public
transportation, and many government workers, athletes, waiters and store clerks: Halle
Berry, Kirstie Alley, Kirk Douglas, comic Jack Benny. (Some have assignments in the above
areas)

•

“0” - "Pretenders" are people who came in with a Soul’s purpose but lost it due to

greed/power or just a “wrong-doing” as simple as backing off from something they could or
should have said or done—and didn’t. Reversal possible through acknowledging mistake, asking
forgiveness and making amends.
Important: Status can be lost at any time during a lifetime. Reversible only by acknowledging
the mistake, asking forgiveness and making amends. Status and the Soul's Plan can also be
aborted by: damage to the brain's auric shield (psychic sheath)

•
•
•

body or emotional trauma
toxins (including street drugs and medications)
chaotic electric overload/EMR's and the new level of radiation from the sun

Notes on Being-ness/your essence
A fact of existence as a mortal/Life’s journey or path/Soul’s Purpose
The essence of the person/soul/spirit/the core of his existence at this time in history
An animating principle/identity
One endowed with heart, heroism, honor, character, dedication, determination, drive, greatness,
individuality, integrity, perseverance, possibilities, spirit, virtue, zeal
A vital force on the Planet
One’s “secret-self”
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